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Abstract 
Heden, O., No partial l-spread of class [0, 221, in PG(2d - 1, q) exists, Discrete Mathematics 
87 (1991). 
We prove that there is no partial spread of class [0, ~21, in PG(2d - 1, q). 
Let V(n, q) denote a vector space of dimension n over the finite field GF(q). A 
partial l-spread S in PG(r, q) is a set of 2-dimensional subspaces U,, U,, . . . , U, 
of the vector space V(r + 1, q) such that Ui tl Uj = (0) for i #j. The partial 
l-spread is of class [0, ~21~ if no (d + 1)-dimensional subspace of V(r + 1, q) 
contains exactly one element of S [l, p. 2451. (The concept of class and type of a 
partial spread was introduced by Tallini [3].) 
In [l] Beutelspacher and Eugeni proved that if a partial l-spread is of class 
[0, ~21~ in PG(r, q) then r d 2d - 1. They also showed that for any prime power 
q there is a partial l-spread of class [0, 221, in PG(2d - 3, q). They mention 
[l, p. 2461 that they do not know any example of a partial l-spread of class 
[0, a21d in PG(2d - 1, q). 
The aim of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. There is no partial l-spread of class [0, 321d in PG(2d - 1, q). 
We shall say that two subspaces U and W of a vector space V 
u n w = {O}. 
By using the following lemma the proof of this theorem will 
exercise. 
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Lemma. Suppose that U, and W are skew subspaces of a vector space V. To any 
subspace U, of W + U, skew to U, there is a pair (Vi, QI) where U; is a subspace of 
W, dim U; = dim U, and 97 a homomorphism from U; to U, such that U, = 
{x + q(x) Ix E G>. 
Proof. We consider U, as a subspace of the direct product W x U,. As U, and U, 
are skew we deduce that U, = {(x, q(x)) 1 x E Vi} for some map q and some 
subset .Ui of W. As U, is a vector space we conclude that Ua is a subspace of W 
and that ~1 is a homomorphism. Trivially, dim U; = dim 17,. Cl 
Proof of the Theorem. We assume that U,, U,, . . . , U, constitute a partial 
l-spread S of class [0, 221, in PG(2d - 1, q). 
By Theorem 3.3 of [l] there is at least one d-dimensional subspace W of 
V(2d, q) such that, after a possible renumbering, U, c W but Ui # W for 
i E {2,3, . . . , k}. 
From the general theory for vector spaces we know that there are subspaces WI 
and W, such that V(2d, q) = W, + U, and W = WI + U, where W, rl 17, = {o} and 
W, c W,. We note that the dimension of W, equals d - 2. 
We now consider the set P of (d - 1)-dimensional subspaces V of V(2d, q) 
satisfying WI c V c W,. For each V E P, the dimension of V + U, equals d + 1. 
Consequently, as S is a spread of class [0, a21d and as U, c V + U,, we conclude 
that to each V E P there is at least one subspace U, E S\ { U,} such that 
U, c V + U,. Further, by the lemma above, there is a subspace U; of V and a 
homomorphism cpV such that U, = {x + am 1 x E 17;). As U; 4 WI, we note 
that: 
if V, V’ E P and V # V’ then U;# U;,, (1) 
dim (Vt fl W,) = 1. (2) 
If V # V’ then U, fl U,, = (0). Hence we may also conclude that 
if x E UL f~ ZJ;. then qV(x) # cp&x). (3) 
The number of l-dimensional subspaces of WI equals (qdm2 - l)/(q - 1). By 
[2, p. 281, P contains (qd - l)/(q - 1) subspaces. Hence, from (1) and (2) we 
deduce that there is at least one l-dimensional subspace E of WI that is contained 
in at least (qd - l)/(qde2 - 1) of the subspaces U;, V E P. 
As the number of homomorphisms from E to U, equals q2 and as 
(qd - l)/(qd-2 - 1) > q2 we have, according to (3), a contradiction. 0 
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